
We are a team of award-winning broadcasters, digital media innovators and 

distinguished entrepreneurs committed to creating disruptive technologies 
that transform and empower people, companies and organizations to engage 

the digital world, one smartphone at a time. 



We believe whoever controls social media, controls the media!

And what could be a key to winning beyond 2020?

~Activating millions of Smartphones that cannot be censored or blocked! 



My Live® transforms smartphones and computers
into a safe, secure, and discrete ‘state of the art’ 

Rapid Response Broadcast System. 
Next Gen Citizen Journalism capable of powerful broadcast and social media coverage 

of critical issues like Covid 19, Healthcare, Politics, Sports, Law & Order and the Economy.



The My Live Rapid Response Broadcast System 
• Cloud-based and available on any designated computer, laptop or tablet. 
• Crowdsourcing.
• Data retrieval from every video.
• Closed or Open Platform



The My LIVE™ Rapid Response Features

Worldwide Live’s cloud-based Asset Management System provides 
searchable access to our exclusive database of  videos and images. 

Drone Interface allows live feeding of drone video to social and news media 
organizations.

Integrated facial recognition give users the capability to immediately 
identify people, places, and objects. 

Our Exclusive CCR Control Center allows organizations to access, cue, and 
switch multiple incoming feeds into their broadcasts.

My LIVE  App makes studio to field communication (IFB, Text, Conference 
Call, and On-Air Tally) possible on your smartphone.



Citizen Journalists anywhere in the world, can field report breaking news.
Multiple phones can be integrated into switched feeds of any planned or spontaneous event…instantly.

.



Werner Barkhuizen, PH.D.
CSO

Werner is an entrepreneur, 
licensed organizational 
psychologist, accomplished 
helicopter pilot and 
avid learner with specialist 
C-suite consulting experience.

Chris Davis
Corporate Counsel

Chris is a business attorney 
focusing on intellectual 
property protection, emerging 
technology law, license 
agreements, and corporate 
governance.

Patrick M. Roddy
COO-Exec. Producer

Patrick is an Emmy award 
winning ABC News Executive 
Producer experienced in 
refining disruptive 
technologies to ensure they 
meet the needs of every 
industry looking to gain 
a digital edge.

Dani Sleiman
CTO

Dani is an international 
broadcaster and technology 
innovator with 35 years of 
experience in the broadcast 
industry. He leads our team 
that created all of the 
Worldwide Live apps and 
systems.

Dennis R. Jones
CEO

Dennis has an extensive 
Forty-year entrepreneurial
Career and holds multiple 
patents. He has used cutting 
edge technologies to expand
Global business enterprises.



For More Information Contact:

Werner Barkhuizen, Ph.D.
Worldwide Live, LLC
werner@wernerbarkhuizen.com
1-704-920-8061
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